St. Joan
Sunday, April 21, 2019 at 6:30pm

George Bernard Shaw’s delicious retelling of the Joan of Arc story brims with wit and spirit, but, of course, never shies from revealing the inevitable cruelty which comes when those who rule seek power over truth, dogma over dignity, and the law over a courageous, wild heart.

Featuring:

Joan: Desiree Mee Jung*
Robert de Baudricourt/D’Estivet: Julia Fletcher*
Steward/Ladvenu: Karianne Flaathan*
Poulengy/La Hire: Dylan Jones*
La Tremouille/The Executioner: Melinda Peterson*
The Archbishop: Laura Gardner*
Bluebeard/Courcelles: Julia Davis*
Page 1, 2 & 3/The Soldier: Jacqueline Misaye*
Dauphin, later King Charles: Rebecca Mozo*
Dunois: Shoshannah Gardner-Frankel
Earl of Warwick: Elizabeth Swain*
Chaplain de Stogumber: Sola Bamis*
Cauchon: Francia DiMase*
The Inquisitor: Fran Bennett*
The Gentleman: John Allee*

Stage Directions: Ann Noble* & Darin Singleton*
Stage Manager: Heather Gonzalez

*Member, Actors’ Equity Association, the union of professional Actors and Stage Managers in the United States. This production is presented under the auspices of the Actors’ Equity Los Angeles Membership Company Rule.

Upcoming Dates:

May 19, 2019
The Lark
by Jean Anouilh
directed by Gigi Bermingham

June 16, 2019
Measure for Measure
by William Shakespeare
Co-directed by Tony Amendola & Armin Shimerman

July 21, 2019
All’s Well that Ends Well
by William Shakespeare
directed by Liza Seneca

August 18, 2019
Measure for Measure: A Shakespeare Jambalaya
Coordinated by Tony Amendola & Armin Shimerman

Classic Sundays
This signature reading series will not fail to delight and inspire our audiences. Join us to see great theater classics performed by our sterling ensemble in these performances that celebrate our commitment to the exploration of great stories with enduring themes.

Classic Sundays Producer
Gigi Bermingham
On Stage Now!
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St. Joan
by George Bernard Shaw
Directed by Ann Noble

Sunday, April 21, 2019 6:30pm
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